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SERIES: CORE • WEEK 3: "WE ARE THE CHURCH" 

Introductions – if this is the first t ime your group is meeting. 

Where did you see the faithfulness of God last week? 

Share a high and low from last week.

CHECK IN

ICEBREAKER
What is one of your favorite places to visit?

Read Matthew 16:13-18 a couple of times in different translations Pair up and retell

the verses in your own words. This might feel awkward but honestly it is a great way

to understand and remember it.  Then discuss the following questions:

    • What truths do you see about God in this passage?

    • What truths do you see in this passage about people?

    • What is something from this passage you want to remember or make sure you 

      don’t forget? 

    • How does this scripture speak to your current situation?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

In your own words describe what it means to be the church.  How would have you

described it before Sunday’s Sermon?  How does a misunderstanding of what

Jesus meant by church impact our capacity to go on mission with God?

How does culture typically define what is spiritual and what isn’t?  Pastor Greg

said, “There is no separation between spiritual and normal- it ’s all spiritual.” How

have you segmented spiritual and normal in your l ife and what changes might you

make so your l ife reflects the truth that it ’s all spiritual?  

How have you experienced “church hurt?” How have you dealt with it?  If you are

sti l l  struggling is there someone you need to forgive? Explain. 

Personal time of reflection allow 2-3 minutes of si lence for the Holy Spirit to speak

to each of you.  When the time is up pair up and pray for one another. 

What kind of church are you? If someone were to describe what the church is

based on watching you (not l istening to you) what would they say?

Be honest with yourself ,  have you found yourself being crit ical or crit iquing “the

church?”  In what ways? How would seeing yourself as the church affect this

behavior? 

PRAYER
Take time to pray over one another.


